Abstract-Despite much research on the throughput of relaying networks under idealized interference models, many practical wireless networks rely on physical-layer protocols that preclude the concurrent reception of multiple transmissions. In this work, we develop analytical frameworks for the uplink of a multi-source single-channel relay-aided wireless system where transmissions are scheduled to avoid collisions. We study amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward strategies, in both time-sharing and network-coded variants, and provide mathematical models to investigate their achievable rate regions. Both general and optimal power allocations are considered. We also find the cut-set outer bounds for the rate regions. Moreover, we present a comparison between these methods with the simple time sharing scheme. Our numerical results reveal that optimizing power allocation favors the time sharing scheme significantly more than it does the relaying schemes, so that time sharing under some circumstances can provide higher maximum sum rates, even if the links to the relay have strong channel gains. The proposed analysis provides a means to quantitatively evaluate the efficacy of relaying under the collision model, leading to pragmatic design guidelines.
I. INTRODUCTION
The pioneering work of Cover and El Gamal [1] introduced the concept of relaying in a single-transmitter single-relay network. Even though the exact performance characterization of this simplest relay network remains an open problem, the capacity region under some special conditions are known. For example, [2] gives the capacity regions for degraded and reversely degraded relays, as well as an achievable rate region and an outer bound for the more general case, which are the best bounds known to-date. Furthermore, much research has been devoted to understanding the effect of relays on the performance of various systems with respect to different network metrics [3] - [9] . In particular, [3] introduced an abstract representation of a relay network, termed the multiple access relay channel (MARC), which has received much further study. In MARC, multiple sources communicate with a destination node with assistance from one relay, which may represent, for example, the uplink of a relay-aided cellular network. Figure 1 illustrates such a network with two sources.
All of the above studies are based on physical-layer models that allow different nodes to transmit simultaneously, while accounting for the interference at the receiver as a weighted sum of the transmissions. One particularly strong yet commonly made assumption is the full-duplex communication of relays, such that a relay can receive packets while forwarding packets in the same physical channel at the same time. To implement such a relay in practice would require multiple This work was supported in part by NSERC Discovery and Strategic Grants (RGPIN 262018 and STPSC 356786) .
The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Toronto, Canada. Emails: {seyedamir, liang}@comm.utoronto.ca. antennas and possibly sophisticated coding and signal processing techniques. No widely deployed wireless technology, e.g., GSM, IEEE 802.11, or IEEE 802. 16 , supports this mode of operation. To fill this gap between theoretical models and practical networks, half-duplex relays, which cannot transmit and receive at the same time, have been analyzed in [7] - [9] . Sankaranarayanan et al. [7] derived outer bounds on the capacity region of a constrained MARC model, in which the relay operates in the receive and transmit state respectively for a fraction α and 1 − α of the time. In [8] , Sankar et al. specialized these bounds to the orthogonal MARC channel with additive white Gaussian links, where the relay communicates in an orthogonal channel with the destination. They developed optimal power allocation policies that maximize the sum rate. Maric et al. [9] studied a two-sender, two-receiver channel model with one relay node. They derived the rate regions of several simple relaying strategies for a half-duplex relay that receives data in one block and transmits it to the destinations in the following block. In spite of the usage of half-duplex relays, these models still allow the relay and destination to receive data from multiple sources simultaneously.
Simultaneous packet reception is not impossible to achieve, but it generally requires sophisticated transmitters or receivers. For example, there are theoretical studies and practical implementations, reported in the literature, on multiuser detection through successive interference cancelation [10] - [12] . However, these techniques require that the received signals differ substantially either in power or in coding [13] , [14] . It is also possible to perform distributed source beamforming [15] , [16] , where the sources form a virtual array of antennas to transmit simultaneously toward the destination, but this technique requires strict time synchronization among the sources at the symbol modulation level, and the same message must be transmitted by all sources. More recently, in [17] , the authors proposed ZigZag decoding to allow the resolution of two colliding packets at the receiver in practical wireless networks with simple physical layer implementations. However, ZigZag decoding requires repeated transmissions whenever a collision occurs, so its applicability to relaying is unclear.
In this paper, we focus on relaying wireless networks with simple transceivers, where concurrent transmissions lead to packet collisions. We study the throughput capacity of MARC under the practical constraint where transmissions from different sources and the relay are scheduled to avoid collisions. This model in a single-source single-relay network was studied in [18] . Our work considers a wider variety of relaying strategies. Our main technical contributions are as follows:
• We develop analytical frameworks to study the achievable rate regions of amplify-and-forward (AF) and decodeand-forward (DF) in such an environment, with an AWGN channel model. For both cases, we consider timeshare forwarding, where the sources separately utilize the relay, and combined forwarding, where the relay forwards a linear combination of the source messages as a variant of network coding [19] in either the physical layer for AF or the network layer for DF.
• The time-sharing and network-coded AF and DF schemes provide inner bounds to the capacity region of this network. We further derive a cut-set outer bound (OB) for the capacity region and compare it with the above inner bounds. We demonstrate how the gap between these bounds vary given different channel conditions. • We study the effect of power allocation in the above transmission strategies. Optimal power allocation to maximize the sum rate is considered for each strategy, and comparison is made with equal power allocation.
• We compare the rate regions of AF and DF with that of simple time sharing (TS), where the sources take turns to transmit directly to the destination without the relay. We show that optimizing power allocation favors TS significantly more than it does the relaying schemes.
Our numerical results elucidate the channel conditions under which relaying is beneficial. Different relaying strategies and power allocation schemes require different levels of implementation complexity. Hence, the proposed analytical frameworks and the subsequent numerical results provide a first step toward quantitative design guidelines on how to efficiently utilize relaying for throughput improvement. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first analytical study on multiple access relaying networks under the collision model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our network model. In Section III, we discuss the transmission and relaying methods and derive the corresponding rate regions. The derivation of optimal power allocation, followed by a brief discussion on the results, will be presented in Section IV. In Section V, we provide numerical results under equal and optimal power allocation schemes with a detailed discussion on the performance of each strategy. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the MARC model as shown in Figure 1 and impose the constraint that only one node can transmit at a time in a broadcast manner. In this paper, we focus on the case of two source nodes transmitting to a destination in the presence of a relay. The proposed analysis in Sections III and IV can be extended to the general case with more than two sources, but that would involve tedious matrix manipulations and higherdimensional plots of rate regions that may add little technical insight.
We assume a common block coding scheme for message transmission [1] , in which the nodes send their information in blocks of equal lengths. The links are assumed to experience additive white Gaussian noise, so that when node i transmits the n th block X
given by
where h ij 1 is the channel gain from node i to node j and Z (n) ij is an independent Gaussian random variable. We normalize all signal powers in the system, so that Z (n) ij has unit variance. We denote by P i the upper limit on the average transmission power of node i, which can be chosen arbitrarily in general and will be optimized in Section IV. Then, the achievable rate, in bits per channel use, on link ij is limited by the Shannon bound:
The relay, when active, transmits X (n) 3 , based on previously received signals [1] :
This encoding function can capture numerous relaying strategies, amongst which we will consider only AF and DF.
III. COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AND RATE REGIONS
In this section, we describe various communication strategies and present analysis to derive the achievable rate region for each. We denote the achievable rates of the two sources as R 1 and R 2 , respectively.
A. Time Sharing
Without using the relay, the sources can time share the channel to transmit directly to the destination. Suppose the portions of time dedicated to source 1 and source 2 are α and 1 − α respectively. The rate region of TS is simply given by
For the purpose of illustration in the rest of this paper, we are mainly interested in the case α = 1 2 , where the sources share equal time.
B. Amplify-and-Forward
Considering the constraint that only one node can transmit at a time, the relay has two options to assist the sources. It can either forward the two received blocks from the sources in separate time intervals, which we term Time-Sharing AF (TSAF), or it can merge the received blocks and transmit the combined signal, which we term Combined AF (CAF).
Time-Sharing AF: The network essentially operates as two sperate single-source, single-relay AF channels. We split the transmission time into four equal parts. Each source takes onefourth of the time to broadcast its block to the relay and the destination. The relay then takes one-fourth of the time to forward each of the two blocks.
Without loss of generality, suppose the sources transmit their blocks in every other one-fourth time interval. Whenever source i transmits X (n) i in one block, the relay receives
in the following block, where α i is chosen to satisfy the relay's power constraint
Thus, the received signal at the destination in four consecutive blocks is
Note that here and for the rest of this paper, we keep the block index of Z (n) ij only when it is necessary to indicate the independence between noise in different blocks, and omit it whenever there is no risk of confusion.
The above equation describes a multiple access channel (MAC) with two transmitters and one receiver. Consequently, the capacity region satisfies [14] 
The one-fourth factors above are the natural consequence of time sharing. Note that this capacity region defines a square rate region as opposed to a pentagon, which is the known rate region for the general MAC. The pentagon region of the general MAC is due to the sum-rate constraint as a direct consequence of the simultaneous reception of both inputs at the destination, which is not allowed here. Combined AF: This strategy can be considered as analog network coding [19] . We split the transmission time into three equal parts. The sources each takes one-third of the time to broadcast their blocks, X (n−1) 1 and X (n) 2 . Then, the relay transmits a linear combination of the received signals in the subsequent block
such that β 1 and β 2 satisfy the relay power constraint β
Consequently, the channel output at the destination in three successive blocks, for a given choice of the (β 1 , β 2 ) pair , is
We can show that the resulting rate region is (see Appendix A)
The overall rate region is the union of (9) over all possible choices of (β 1 , β 2 ) that satisfy (7). It is apparent that this rate region is a pentagon. In this regard, the combination of source messages at the relay has a similar effect as the simultaneous message reception in the general MAC.
C. Decode-and-Forward
Similar to the AF case, we consider two options for DF, termed Time-Sharing DF (TSDF) and Combined DF (CDF).
Time-Sharing DF: Similarly to TSAF, each source takes one-fourth of the time to broadcast its block to the relay and the destination. When source i transmits X (n) i , the relay attempts to decode it and forward a i X (n) i in the next block, where a i satisfies
If relay decoding is always successful, the destination receives in four sequential blocks
(11) Again, the above equation describes a MAC with rate region [14] 
To account for relay decoding failures, we note that the sources are independent and the transmissions occur separately. Therefore, the following rate constraints are imposed to the sourcerelay links separately:
Hence, the overall rate region is
Combined DF: This is a variant of the linear network coding approach [19] . As in CAF, we partition the transmission time into three equal portions among the sources and the relay. The sources each takes one-third of the time to broadcast their blocks, X (n−1) 1 and X (n) 2 . Then, if and only if both blocks are decoded successfully, the relay transmits a linear combination of the blocks in the subsequent block
where b 1 and b 2 are chosen to satisfy the relay power constraint
Hence, the destination receives in three sequential blocks
The rate region corresponding to (16) can be derived similarly to that of CAF. Further considering the relay decoding conditions in (13) , the rate region of CDF for a specific choice of (b 1 , b 2 ) can be written as
The overall rate region is the union of (17) over all choices of (b 1 , b 2 ) that satisfy (15) . Similar to the CAF case, this rate region generally is also a pentagon.
D. Outer Bound
For comparison with the constructive inner bounds of the capacity region achieved by the communication strategies above, we develop a cut-set OB using the Max-Flow MinCut theorem [20] . It is clear from Figure 1 that two important cuts are the one that isolates the destination and the one that isolates the sources. Let γ i be the portion of time dedicated to node i, for i = 1, 2, 3. The sum-capacity of these cuts leads to the following cut-set bound:
The overall OB is the union of (18) over all choices of γ i that satisfy
Since equal-time block coding is used in AF and DF, we are also interested in the equal time-share outer bound (E-OB) where γ i = 1 3 for all i. Section V provides a comparison between OB and E-OB.
IV. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION
The analysis in the previous section assumes that P i for each source and relay node is given. Since wireless devices often have limited energy supply, in this section, we develop an optimization framework for allocating a limited sum of transmission power among the nodes, in order to maximize the achievable sum rate R 1 + R 2 . Suppose P units of total power is available, the general form of our optimization problem is
Maximize
C R1+R2 Subject to
where C R1+R2 is the sum-rate capacity, defined as the maximum achievable sum rate, given in Section III by the righthand side of the inequalities that describe the rate regions for different communication strategies, and g(P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) ≤ 0 represents the relay power constraint, expressed in (4), (7), (10), and (15) for TSAF, CAF, TSDF, and CDF, respectively. Note that for all relaying strategies, g(P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) is a linear function in P i .Furthermore, it is easy to show that the sum-rate constraint in (9) and (17) dominates the individual rate constraints. Although the general formulation above is comparable to the well-known water-filling problem, the additional constraint on g(.) prevent us from applying those results to our case. For TS, TSAF, and CAF, the sum-rate capacity consists of logarithmic functions. In these cases, the above optimization problem is convex. By applying Lagrangian multipliers and considering the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we obtain the following optimal power allocations. The detailed derivations are provided in Appendix B. For TS, we have
For TSAF, we have 
For CAF, we have 
where [·] + denotes max{0, ·}, ensuring that only non-negative power assignments are allowed. Note that the above solutions for TSAF and CAF are functions of the amplification parameters α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , and β 2 . Hence, to obtain the maximum sum rate, an additional step of numerical optimization over these parameters are necessary.
For TSDF and CDF, the minimum functions in the sumrate capacity leave us with a non-convex problem. In order to simplify the analysis in these cases, we consider only the condition that the channel gain of the links connecting the sources to the relay are sufficiently high, such that the overall sum rate is dominated (limited) by the sum rate from the sources and the relay to the destination. In this case, we can rewrite (14) as
and (17) as 
This way, the power optimization problem for TSDF and CDF can be approximated by a convex problem. It is intuitive that, in general, the relay is beneficial only if it has a strong link to the sources. Therefore, the imposed condition still allows our analysis to be applicable to most of the important scenarios for TSDF and CDF. This is also confirmed in our numerical results in Section V. Solving the convex versions of optimal power allocation in TSDF and CDF using a procedure similar to those for TSAF and CAF, we have for TSDF
and for CDF 
We briefly discuss some implications of the above power optimization results in the following.
First, in all of the above relaying strategies, the optimal power allocation attempts to equalize the received SNR of each source at the destination. For example, in TSDF and CDF, we observe that the assigned powers are approximately proportional to the inverse of the dedicated power coefficients at the relay. Similar arguments can be made about TSAF and CAF. Hence, the optimal power policies, dispite the constraint on g(.), have a water-filling [14] flavor in them.
Second, unlike in relaying, the optimal power allocation in TS provides greater power for the channel with better conditions. In particular, the following relation exists:
so that h 14 > h 24 ⇒ P 1 > P 2 . This can be considered a form of opportunistic transmission [14] . Finally, equal power assignment in some scenarios is the optimal policy. e.g. In CDF, if we choose
and consider a symmetric model, where h 13 = h 23 , and h 14 = h 24 , equation (27) results in equal assignment of powers, P i = 1 3 , i = 1, 2, 3. We further study the performance of equal power allocation in Section V.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We compute the rate regions and maximum sum rates, and present numerical results to illustrate the performance of different communication schemes. In all cases, we consider attenuating channels, where the channel gains are less than unity, since they are more likely to occur in practice than amplifying channels; however, the results in most cases can be extended to amplifying channels as well. In the following sub-sections, we first study the case of assigning power equally to all transmitters, then present the optimal power allocation results, and finally illustrate an example scenario where the sources and destination are fixed while the relay is moved along a line between them. 
A. Equal Power Allocation
We assign equal powers, P i = 20, i = 1, 2, 3, to each of the nodes 2 . Figure 2 depicts the resulting rate regions under each communication strategy for different configuration of channel gains between the sources, relay, and destination. We can observe from Figures 2(a) and (c) that the TS rate region far exceeds the rate regions of the relaying strategies. This is an intuitive result, since in these scenarios the channel gains of the direct link is strong compared with the relay links. Furthermore, we observe that the TS rate region touches the outer bound at R 1 = R 2 , indicating that TS is in fact the optimal communication strategy when the direct links are strong.
In Figures 2(b) and (e), the links that join the relay to the other nodes have better conditions than the direct links from the sources to the destination. It is apparent that in these cases the relay strategies give better performance than TS. Moreover, CDF operates close to the E-OB, which suggests that, under the requirement of service fairness (i.e., equal time sharing between sources), there may be no pragmatic need for more elaborate relaying schemes than CDF. CDF dominates all other communication strategies, using only a simple network coding approach. This exemplifies the efficacy of networklayer relaying compared to the physical-layer approaches such as TSAF and CAF. Furthermore, CAF and CDF in these 2 Recall that all powers are normalized to have the unit of one noise variance.
cases provide much better rate regions than TSAF and TSDF respectively. This suggests the benefit of network coding if relaying is used.
Figures 2(d) and (f) illustrate the circumstances where either the links that connect the sources to the relay or the link that joins the relay to the destination have better states than the other ones. We see TS still has the dominant rate region in these cases. In spite of the relay having similar channel gains as direct links, all relaying strategies use a smaller portion of the total transmission time to send fresh information to the destination, which leads to degradation in the performance. Therefore, we conclude that, under the collision model, the relay is beneficial only when both incoming and outgoing links at the relay are strong.
B. Optimal Power Allocation
Next, we study the effect of optimal power allocation. We set the total available power to P = 60. For fair comparison between the various communication strategies, we choose channel gains the same as the scenario of Figure 2(e) , where the relay links have better channel conditions than the direct links. We distribute the available power optimally among the relay and sources as explained in Section IV. Figure 3 demonstrates the achievable rate regions of different communication strategies, under power allocation schemes that maximizes the sum rate. For TS, equal time sharing is assumed by default. For the relaying strategies, we plot the rate regions for different α i , β i , a i , and b i values. An important observation here is that, under optimal powers, there is a drastic expansion of the TS rate region from the case of equal power allocation. In contrast, CDF, the best relaying strategy under equal power allocation, experiences little rate improvement.
Another interesting observation is the dominance of TSDF over other relaying methods in term of the maximum sum rate. The rate region of TSDF is larger than the rate regions of other strategies except CDF, but TSDF reaches far better sum rates than CDF. Note that the overall rate regions in Figure 3 may not necessarily be larger than those in Figure 2 (e), because of the constraint of sum-rate maximization.
Furthermore, on the one hand, the fact that the sources have less time to transmit in TSDF compared with CDF and yet TSDF can achieve better sum-rate, stresses the importance of power allocation. On the other hand, the fact that the sources have more time to transmit in CDF than in TSDF, and CDF achieves better individual rates for the sources, suggests the potential for joint power, time, and coding design. Overall, comparing Figure 2 (e) with Figure 3 , we can conclude that, with appropriate allocation of system resources, time and power in this case, one can reduce the need for relaying.
C. Case Study: Moving Relay
In this section, we present a case study, where the channel gains are determined by the distance from a moving relay to the sources and the destination. We compare the sum-rate performance of all communication strategies to select the best strategy given the location of the relay.
Consider the symmetric structure of Figure 1 , where the sources and the destination form an isosceles triangle, and the relay can be placed anywhere on the perpendicular bisector that passes through the destination. Let d 1 represent half of the distance between the two sources, and d 2 represent the distance of the destination to each source. We define the position of the relay in terms of its distance to the midpoint of the line joining the sources, and compute the maximum sum-rate achievable by each strategy for any position of the relay.
We consider different channel gains given by transmission path loss:
where d ij is the distance between the nodes i and j, and r is the path-loss exponent. Again, for equal power allocation, we assume P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = 20, and for optimal power allocation, we assume P = 60.
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the numerical results under equal and optimal power allocations, for low path loss and high path loss, respectively. Note that parts of the CDF and TSDF curves for the optimal power case are cutoff in some plots, for relay positions that do not satisfy the channel conditions leading to (24) and (25).
Both figures show that, for all scenarios, whenever the relay is close to the sources or the destination, TS out performs the other strategies, even though the relay has one strong link either to the sources or to the destination. This observation validates the results obtained from Figures 2(d) and (f) . For the relay to be beneficial, both incoming and outgoing links must be stronger than the direct source-destination link. In contrast, these figures show that the relay strategies, especially CDF and TSDF, can be helpful in the intermediate positions, when the above condition is satisfied.
Another interesting observation is the improvement to TS sum rates under power optimization, such that it can dominate all relaying strategies in some cases, no matter where the relay is, as shown in Figure 4 (b). Optimal power allocation reduces the advantage of relaying, even when the relay is in the middle between the sources and the destination, so that the channel gains for the relay is strong. In other words, TS exploits better scheduling and power management to alleviate the impact of lower channel gains. Note that, although the relaying strategies that we have investigated are not the only possible ones, the proximity of the TS rates to the outer bound in some cases, and the overhead cost of more elaborate relaying strategies, may still obviate the need for relaying.
As we increase the channel path loss exponent, Figure 5 suggests that even the optimal allocation of resources is not sufficient to support TS. Under both, equal or optimal allocation of power, the DF strategies show better performance over the AF strategies and TS. Furthermore, the relative performance between TSDF and CDF depends on the location of the relay. TSDF uses a smaller amount of time to transmit fresh information to the destination in comparison with CDF; however, it can provide stronger copies of the transmitted data for the destination by dedicating more power to the individual messages of the sources. The performance advantage of TSDF for some relay positions suggests the trade off between time and power in different relaying strategies.
Finally, we observe that CDF always has the highest zenith point amongst all relaying strategies, so that if the relay location is free to choose by the system designer, CDF is the overall best relaying strategy. This, again, reflects the benefit of network coding based schemes. The proposed analysis additionally provides quantitative design guidelines on where to optimally place the relay for different relaying and coding strategies.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a multiple access relay network under the collision model where concurrent transmissions are not allowed. We present various relaying strategies, including time-sharing AF and DF, and variants of linear network coding in the physical layer and the network layer respectively combined with AF and DF. We develop their achievable rate regions and compare them with that of source time sharing without the relay and with cut-set outer bounds of the capacity region. We further derive optimal power allocation policies for each communication strategy. Our numerical results demonstrate that optimal power control policies under some conditions can obviate the need for relaying, which emphasizes the importance of resource management in the networks under consideration. Comparing the rate regions under equal and optimal power allocations gives us insights on the amount of performance gain that optimal power control policies can introduce, in comparison with the amount of complexity that they add to our network. 
The other rate region boundaries can be derived similarly from the other inequalities. This completes the proof of the rate region (9).
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATIONS
We show the derivation of optimal power allocation for CAF. The derivation for TS, TSAF, and modified versions of TSDF and CDF are similar and are omitted due to page limitations.
Denote by P the vector of power allocations, and λ the vector of Lagrangian multipliers. The Lagrangian function of our problem is
λ i P i + λ 4 (P 1 + P 2 + P 3 − P ) + λ 5 (β . The choice of λ 4 = λ 5 = 0 is not acceptable, since it imposes P i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, λ i > 0, for i = 4, 5, and from complementary slackness P =P 1 + P 2 + P 3 P 3 =β Equations (34) and (35) describe a system of linear equations. The solution of this system determines the optimal power allocation.
